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Abstract
In this paper, we treat the image generation task using
the autoencoder, a representative latent model. Unlike many
studies regularizing the latent variable’s distribution by as-
suming a manually specified prior, we approach the image
generation task using an autoencoder by directly estimat-
ing the latent distribution. To do this, we introduce ‘la-
tent density estimator’ which captures latent distribution
explicitly and propose its structure. In addition, we pro-
pose an incremental learning strategy of latent variables
so that the autoencoder learns important features of data
by using the structural characteristics of undercomplete au-
toencoder without an explicit regularization term in the ob-
jective function. Through experiments, we show the effec-
tiveness of the proposed latent density estimator and the
incremental learning strategy of latent variables. We also
show that our generative model generates images with im-
proved visual quality compared to previous generative mod-
els based on autoencoders.
1. Introduction
Generative models have long been a topic of interest in
both the academic and practical aspects. If generation is
considered as sampling in the data distribution, one com-
mon goal of generative models is to correctly estimate the
data distribution. However, many real world data reside in
a very sparse high dimensional space compared to its effec-
tive manifold. Even though it is not impossible to directly
estimate the distribution of high dimensional data, it is an
impractical and inefficient method which neglects the ab-
stract feature of the data. For this reasons, some researches
extend the latent variable models, which convert high di-
mensional data into the latent space with a relatively low
dimension, to generative models.
In recent years, neural networks have been applied to a
variety of tasks and achieved remarkable results [21, 30],
and generative models based on an autoencoder, which is
Figure 1: Results of image generation with an 128 × 128
resolution by our method using the aligned CelebA dataset.
Our generative model produces sharp and detailed images,
while preserving the diverse characteristics of data.
one of typical latent variable models using neural networks,
are actively studied. Data generation using an autoencoder
is performed by sampling from the latent distribution which
is the distribution of the latent variables. Therefore, how to
express the latent distribution and how to sample a latent
variable from it is a core problem in the task of extending
an autoencoder to a generative model.
Most existing studies, such as variational autoencoder
(VAE) [19], approach this problem by assuming a prior as a
manually specified distribution (e.g. fully factorized Gaus-
sian or mixture of Gaussian) and then training the encoder
so that the empirical latent variables follow the prior by reg-
ularizing the latent distribution. However, manually speci-
fied prior may differ from the complex latent nature of the
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Figure 2: Toy example on MNIST dataset. Two dimensional scatter plot of VAEs’ latent variables. Each VAE’s regularizer as
a different coefficient β from 0 to 1. The stronger the regularizer, the closer the distribution gets to a Gaussian distribution,
but the lower becomes the reconstruction performance. In each pairs of ’5’, the left and the right are the target and the
reconstructed images, respectively.
actual data. This difference makes a sensitive trade-off be-
tween reconstruction and prioritized regularization, and es-
pecially, if the prior is too simple, it causes the problem of
over-regularizing the latent variable [11]. Figure 2 is a sim-
ple example of this problem. In the figure, we can see that
the reconstructed digits are blurry as the weight β of the
regularization term increases. As a result, this problem ad-
versely affects the reconstruction and makes a difference
between the latent distribution and the prior, which leads to
degradation of the generation performance.
As another approach, instead of assuming a specified
prior, we can think of extending autoencoders to genera-
tive models by estimating latent distribution from the data.
Compared to the previous method, this method is free
from the above-mentioned trade-off between the recon-
struction and the regularization because the autoencoder can
be trained without extra regularization term of the latent
distribution in the objective function. However, in this ap-
proach, returning to the nature of the latent variable and the
prior, we need to consider a couple of things: (1) The dis-
tribution of learned latent variables without prioritized reg-
ularization can have a complex form. Therefore, we should
be able to model this distribution flexibly. (2) An autoen-
coder trained solely from data points may be over-fitted or
does not learn a proper manifold. The autoencoder should
be able to learn meaningful representation via latent vari-
ables.
In this paper, we treat the generation task using autoen-
coder in the following way. Instead of regularization with a
prior, we use a density estimator to capture the latent distri-
bution. In order for latent variables to focus on the impor-
tant representations of data, we schedule the size of the au-
toencoder’s bottleneck component during the training pro-
cess. We empirically show the performance of our proposed
method using a variety of high-dimensional image datasets.
As shown in Figure 1, our method generates clear and di-
verse images that reflect the characteristics of data well. The
contributions of this paper are threefold as follows:
1. We extend the autoencoder to the generative models
by introducing the Latent Density Estimator, which is
a network for estimating the empirical distribution of
latent variables obtained from the given dataset. In do-
ing so, we propose the architecture of the latent density
estimator that can learn complex distributions.
2. We propose a training strategy that incrementally in-
creases the effective size of the latent vector so that
the important representation of the given data is pref-
erentially learned using the structural characteristics
of the undercomplete autoencoder during the learning
process, without an explicit regularization term.
3. The proposed generative model is applied to image
generation using various image datasets and experi-
ments show that our method produces improved gener-
ation results compared to previous autoencoder-based
generative models, either quantitatively or qualita-
tively
2. Related works
Most studies of generative models using an autoencoder
assume a specified prior distribution of latent variables. In
addition to trying to minimize the reconstruction error, they
basically perform a regularization on the latent distribution.
A typical study, variational autoencoder (VAE) [19],
performs regularization to minimize the KL divergence be-
tween the distribution of latent variables and the assumed
prior using a variational approximation by maximizing the
evidence lower bound (ELBO). Another study, adversarial
autoencoder (AAE) [26], uses adversarial training. The en-
coder is considered as a generator of the latent variables
from the aspect of adversarial training and it is learned to
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Figure 3: The overview of the proposed generative framework based on an autoencoder. It is composed of an encoder, a
decoder and a Latent Density Estimator (LDE). The solid line represents the inference and the reconstruction path and the
dashed line represents the generation path. Our LDE estimates the estimated latent distribution pλ(z) from the empirical
latent distribution pdata(z).
imitate the prior distribution, which acts as a regulariza-
tion for the latent distribution from the aspect of autoen-
coder. The Wassertein autoencoder (WAE) [35] generalizes
AAE by performing regularization using the Wasserstein
distance.
These studies have a drawback in that they must assume
a prior in advance of training and must force the latent dis-
tribution into a specific form. Normalizing flow [31] ap-
proaches this problem by allowing a more flexible latent
distribution to be applied to posterior sequences of invert-
ible transformations. Inverse autoregressive flow [18] pro-
vides a more flexible distribution by applying an autore-
gressive transform between latent variables to the transfor-
mation of normalizing flow. And there are various studies
that modified or extended the normalizing flow [29, 13, 5].
In recent years, many studies have been conducted to
obtain a more flexible prior. Stick-breaking VAE [28] has
a stochastic latent dimensionality by transforming the stan-
dard normal distribution which is commonly used as a prior,
into a stick breaking process [15]. VAE with VampPrior [36]
uses the aggregated posterior of the trainable pseudo input
as the prior to obtain a flexible prior from the data during
learning. Learning prior for AAE [41] adopts a code gen-
erator in an AAE to obtain the prior distribution which ex-
presses the data well.
Generative Moment Matching Networks (GMMN) [23]
learns mapping from a uniform prior distribution to data dis-
tribution. Similar to our work, GMMN can be used in an
autoencoder to implicitly estimate the latent distribution. In
this case, GMMN learns mapping from a uniform prior to
latent distribution.
In order to make an autoencoder into a generative model,
we explicitly estimate the prior from the given data us-
ing an additional network named as latent density estima-
tor (LDE). Unlike previous studies that regularize the la-
tent distribution by assuming or learning a specific prior in
advance, we estimate explicit form of the probability den-
sity of the latent variables using LDE. Also, we train an
autoencoder by using the structural characteristics of an un-
dercomplete autoencoder to learn salient representation of
data.
3. Autoencoder with Latent Density Estimator
3.1. Problem formulation
The autoencoder learns the inference of the latent vector
z from data x through the encoder and the reconstruction of
x from z through the decoder. The inference and reconstruc-
tion can be expressed through encoder function z = fθ(x)
and decoder function x = gψ(z), respectively. However, if
the autoencoder framework does not know the latent dis-
tribution p(z), we can not sample the latent vector z and
can not generate x. In other words, if a latent vector can be
sampled from p(z), it is possible to generate data using the
decoder of the autoencoder.
The most popular approach to this problem is to learn by
assuming a manually specified pprior(z) and regularizing
the autoencoder to follow it. Especially, if pprior(z) reflects
the potential characteristics of the data well and the em-
pirical distribution derived from the data and the prior dis-
tribution are similar, it works very efficiently. However, as
mentioned earlier, in many cases there is a difference from
the complex potential characteristics of actual data and the
manually specified prior, which forces the latent distribution
of the autoencoder to cause over-regularization problems.
Our goal is to directly estimate the latent distribution
which represents the dataset well. We deal with this prob-
lem by estimating the probability density function of p(z)
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Figure 4: The architecture of the proposed latent density es-
timator. The vectors p and m are a zero-padding and a bi-
nary masking vector, respectively. Here, the dimension of z
is 4, the filter size s is 2 and the number of layers of dilated
causal convolution part is 2 = dlogs(4)e. The mixture den-
sity networks part outputs the parameters of the Gaussian
mixture: µ, σ and pi from h.
from dataset using a additional density estimator parame-
terized by λ. The density estimator is trained to find λ that
maximizes the likelihood of z for λ as follows.
λ = argmax
λ
Ez∼pdata(z)(log pλ(z)). (1)
Here, the pdata(z) is the empirical latent distribution ob-
tained from pdata(x) and the encoder fθ(x) and the density
estimator obtains the estimated latent distribution pλ(z) for
pdata(z).
3.2. Overview of the proposed method
Figure 3 shows the overall structure of the proposed
method for extending autoencoder into generative models.
As can be seen in the figure, the architecture of the proposed
generative framework consists of an encoder, a decoder and
a latent density estimator. The encoder and the decoder is
used in the form of the deterministic mapping function. The
encoder infers the latent vector z from input data x and the
decoder outputs the reconstructed data xˆ from z. The latent
density estimator expresses the probability density function
of pλ(z) explicitly. In the generation process, a latent vector
z′ is randomly sampled from pλ(z) and generates new data
x′ through the decoder.
In this framework, the autoencoder and the latent den-
sity estimator are trained according to the following training
procedure. First, we train the autoencoder xˆ = gψ(fθ(x)) to
reconstruct x. Second, after the completion of training the
autoencoder, we obtain pdata(z) from pdata(x) using the
encoder fθ(x). Finally, we train the latent density estimator
to estimate pdata(z) using pλ(z).
3.3. Latent Density Estimator (LDE)
The LDE requires high flexibility because pdata(z),
which is not regularized as a specific prior, can have var-
ious types of distributions and can be a very complex mul-
tidimensional distribution. The proposed approach of latent
density estimator is based on the method in RNADE [38].
If z is a D-dimimensional real-valued vector whose i-th el-
ement is denoted by zi, we factorize pλ(z) using the chain
rule:
pλ(z) =
D∏
i
pλ(zi|z<i), (2)
where z<i is z1, ...zi−1. The estimated probability density
of the i-th variable of z is conditionally calculated by the
values of the variables with lower indices as pλ(zi|z<i).
It is calculated as follows by the mixture of K univariate
Gaussian with its parameters being the mixing coefficient
pii = {pii,1, ...pii,K}, the mean µi = {µi,1, ..., µi,K} and
the standard deviation σi = {σi,1, ..., σi,K}:
pλ(zi|z<i) =
K∑
k
pii,kN (zi;µi,k, σ2i,k). (3)
Here, the parameters pii, µi and σi are estimated by the
latent density estimator. The latent density estimator is
learned to find pii, µi and σi by minimizing the loss function
which is calculated as the average of all the negative log of
(3), i = 1, · · · , D:
Lz = − 1
D
D∑
i
log pλ(zi|z<i). (4)
Note that this is equivalent to maximizing the log likelihood
of pλ(z) in (2).
As shown in Figure 4, the proposed LDE network
consists of two parts: dilated causal convolution used in
WaveNet [40] and Mixture Density Network [3]. The part
of dilated causal convolution outputs a series of causal fea-
tures h = {h1, ..., hD} using z, the padding vector p and
the masking vector m. Each hi observes z<i. Here, p is a
zero vector to match the dimension of the input to the first
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Figure 5: The samples from the distribution of the GMMN and the LDEs. The target distribution is in orange and the sampling
distribution is in blue. As the number of Gaussian in the mixture of Gaussian distribution increases, the samples tend to fit
the target distribution sharply. Watch the empty region on the upper right side.
output h to D, and m is used to distinguish z from p by set-
ting the masking value as 1 and 0, respectively. When the
filter size of the dilated causal convolution is s, the number
of layers in this part becomes dlogs(D)e. As the layer in-
dex l increases, the size of dilation increases exponentially:
for the l-th layer, sl-dilation is applied. The part of Mixture
Density Network estimates the parameters of theK mixture
of Gaussians, pii, µi and σi, from hi using an 1×1 convolu-
tion layer. Here, µi and σi are obtained by the linear and the
exponential activations, respectively, and pii is the softmax
output for the K Gaussians.
3.4. Incremental learning of latent vector
An autoencoder intended only for data reconstruction re-
quires proper regularization because it focuses on replicat-
ing the input to the output rather than learning a meaningful
representation or manifold through latent variables. Instead
of adding an explicit regularization term to the objective
function, we use the structural characteristics of an under-
complete autoencoder to make an autoencoder learn salient
factors of data through dimensionality reduction for latent
representation learning [20, 8]. In the training process, ini-
tially only a small part of the latent vector is used to learn
the autoencoder. Then, as the iteration goes on, the effec-
tive size of the latent vector is increased gradually. Here,
the unused part of the latent vector is masked to zero and
is not back-propagated. This incremental learning strategy
of the latent variables induces the autoencoder to learn the
most important representation of data first, instead of just
focusing on reconstruction.
For the training of the autoencoder, we use not only
the distance in the pixel space but also the perceptual loss
[16, 12] that captures the perceptual difference through the
distance in the high-level feature space and produces good
visual results in the image as follows:
Lz = LMSE(x, xˆ) + βLPerc(x, xˆ), (5)
where LMSE(x, xˆ) is the mean sqaured error in the pixel
space, LPerc(x, xˆ) is perceptual loss as in [12] and β is the
weight parameter for the perceptual loss.
4. Experiments
From now on, we will call the autoencoder whose la-
tent vector is trained by applying our incremental learn-
ing strategy in Section 3.4 as IAE. On the other hand, AE
will denote an autoencoder trained without any regulariza-
tion and incremental learning of the latent vector. The term
LDE is used for the proposed latent density estimator of
Section 3.3. For fair comparison, the autoencoders imple-
mented for comparison and verification use the same struc-
ture. The details of network structure is stated in the sup-
plementary (section A). If there is no separate specification
for loss, we use (5) as the reconstruction loss of all the au-
toencoders with the weight parameter β of 0.1. The percep-
tual loss was calculated using the feature maps at relu11,
relu21, and relu31 of Imagenet [4] pretrained VGG19 [33].
We performed experiments using various image datasets:
CelebA [24], Shoes [43, 44], MNIST [22], Toronto Face
Dataset (TFD) [34] and BSDS300 [27], For CelebA, we
used the face aligned version of CelebA. In the following
subsections, we conducted qualitative and quantitative ex-
periments with a focus on three things: (1) The distribution
capturing performance of the proposed LDE. (2) The re-
constuction and latent representation of our IAE learned by
applying incremental learning strategy of latent vector. (3)
The image quality of our generative framework.
4.1. Estimation of the Distribution
4.1.1 Sampling from the Latent Density Estimator
The latent distribution of an autoencoder that is not regular-
ized with a particular type of prior distribution may be a rel-
atively complex multi-modal distribution. To visualize how
the LDE captures a target distribution, we performed den-
sity estimations on a two-dimensional multi-modal distribu-
tion. Figure 5 shows the sampling results of density estima-
tors that learned a grid-shaped target distribution. We com-
pare the proposed LDEs using various numbers of Gaus-
sians with GMMN [23] which was previously applied to
autoencoders to implicitly estimate latent distributions. The
target distribution is a mixture of six joint distributions that
Input AAE AE IAE
Figure 6: Comparison of reconstruction results according to different learning methods of autoencoders on CelebA. In each
subfigure, the first column is the input test image, the second to the fourth are the result of AAE, AE, and IAE, respectively.
In all the samples, the results of AE and IAE are more clear than AAE.
Method Log Likelihood
RNADE (K=10) [38, 39] 155.2
MADE MoG (K=10) [7] 153.71±0.28
Real NVP [5] 153.28±1.78
MAF MoG (K=10) [29] 156.36±0.28
MAF-DDSF [13] 157.73±0.04
LDE (K=1) 152.68±0.52
LDE (K=10) 157.75±0.06
LDE (K=30) 158.02±0.06
LDE (K=100) 157.03±0.30
Table 1: Log-likelihood and 2 standard deviations (5 trials)
of various density estimation methods on 8 × 8 patches of
BSDS300 test set. error bars of 2 standard deviations K is
the number of components in a mixture of Gaussian.
has the same probabilities of occurrence. The six joint dis-
tributions are these: t1 ∼ UX1(−10, 10) · NX2(0, 0.12) and
two distributions t2, t3 with bias (0,-3), (0,3) added to t1.
And t4 ∼ NX1(0, 0.12) · UX2(−10, 10) and two distribu-
tions t5, t6 with bias (3,0), (-3,0) added to t4. Here, U and
N denote uniform and Gaussian distributions, respectively.
A total of 50,000 samples were sampled from the target dis-
tribution for training. Of the 50,000 samples, a continuous
10 % (1.6 ∼ 2.6) dropout occurred at the upper joint distri-
bution (t3) of the horizontal directions as can be seen in the
figure. Compared to GMMN, our LDEs generally fit bet-
ter. This is more prominent at the dropout area of the joint
distribution. The higher the number of Gaussians, the more
likely it fits, and the lower the number of Gaussians, the
smoother it becomes.
4.1.2 Log-likelihood of the Latent Density Estimator
To quantitatively compare the density estimation perfor-
mance of the LDE, we measured the log-likelihood in natu-
ral images according to the experimental set-up of [38, 39,
37]. We perform the same pre-processing of [38, 39] in the
BSDS300 dataset to train and evaluate the latent density es-
timator and compared the performance with the results of
the other methods, brought from [39, 29, 13]. Table 1 shows
the log-likelihoods of various density estimators. In this ex-
periment, when the number of components of GaussianK is
10 and 30, the results of our method, LDE, not only outper-
formed mixture of Gaussian based methods, but also show
the best score against all other density estimation methods
compared. In our results, too simple model, LDE withK=1,
shows the worst performance, and when the model is over-
complex, LDE with K=100, the performance of the LDE
becomes lower than that of LDE with K=30
4.2. Representation Power of Autoencoder
4.2.1 Image Reconstruction
For qualitative evaluation of reconstruction, we compared
the reconstructed images of the autoencoders. The first one
is AAE that is a representative autoencoder using manually
specified prior. AAE is trained using the standard multivari-
ate normal distribution as the prior. The second one is a stan-
dard AE, and the other one is our IAE. The dataset used for
the learning is CelebA dataset resized to 128 × 128. The
length of the latent vector is 200.
Figure 6 shows the reconstruction results of AAE, AE
and IAE. Compared with the other two methods, the recon-
struction results of AAE are poorer in that the edges are not
clear and little blurry. On the other hand, the reconstructed
images of AE and IAE are sharper than the AAE results.
4.2.2 Latent Space Walking on Two Domains
In order to visually understand the representation and struc-
ture of the latent space learned by the autoencoder, we
perform an experiment of linearly interpolating two latent
vectors, each of which represents a different data domain.
We trained the AAE with a Gaussian prior (N (0, I)), the
Input1 Input21:0 0.8:0.2 0.6:0.4 0.4:0.6 0.2:0.8 0:1 
(a) CelebA ⇐⇒ CelebA (b) Shoes ⇐⇒ Shoes
(c) CelebA ⇐⇒ Shoes
Figure 7: The Linear interpolation results of three cases in latent space on CelebA and Shoes dastasets. In each subfigure,
from top to bottom, the first images is result of AAE with Gaussian prior, the second to the fourth are the result of AAE
with a mixture of 2 Gaussians, AE, and IAE, respectively. And the leftmost and rightmost images of each subfigure are the
original test images, and the image between them is the results of interpolation from 1:0 to 0:1 at 0.2 intervals.
AAE with a mixture of two Gaussian prior (N (−3, I) and
N (3, I)), AE and IAE that use an 100-dimensional latent
vector using the Shoes and CelebA datasets with a size of
64 × 64. Figure 7 shows the results obtained by linearly
interpolating two test samples in the latent space for three
cases. If z0 and z1 are the latent vectors corresponding to
the two test images, the interpolation was performed in the
latent space as zα = (1−α)z0+(α)z1. The images at both
ends of each subfigure is the original image, and the rest are
the interpolated images of zα with α = [0 : 0.2 : 1]. Figure
7 (a) shows the interpolation on the CelebA and (b) shows
the results on the Shoes datasets, both of which are the re-
sult of interpolation in the same domain. Every results of (a)
are generally plausible, it shows that the face attributes such
as face angle, hair color, and visual age change smoothly.
However, in (b), Only the results of IAE change the shape
of shoes continuously, while all the other results show dis-
continuity. Figure 7 (c) shows the results of interpolation
between CelebA and Shoes data, which shows the interpo-
lation between different domains. AAE produces an image
in which a person’s face and shoes are overlapped during
interpolation. In contrast to AAE, our IAE produces images
that can not be seen as shoes or human faces in the mid-
dle. In fact, the images of a person’s face and those of shoes
belong to the semantically different data domain from each
other, so this gaps can be meaningful for the latent repre-
sentation of an autoencoder. When LDE is applied to AE
and IAE, the log-likelihood of interpolated samples of (c)
is low. Thus, the possibility of generating the interpolated
sample of (c) also low. The experiment results for this are
specified in the supplementary (section B).
4.3. Generation Perfomance
4.3.1 Image Generation
For qualitative comparison of generation results, We per-
formed image generation at CelebA using autoencoders of
4.2.1. The LDE with 30 mixture of Gaussian was applied to
AE and IAE to generate the samples. Figure 8 shows 9 ran-
dom generation results for AAE, AE with LDE, and IAE
with LDE. For a fair comparison, we present successively
generated 9 samples to the figure, not cherry picking the
samples. As with the image quality, the generation results of
AAE AE + LDE IAE + LDE
Figure 8: Comparison of random samples from different generative models using autoencoders on CelebA. The generated
images from IAE with LDE look the best, most stable and clear.
Method MNIST(10K) TFD(10K)
DBN [10] 138±2 1909±66
Stacked CAE [32] 121±1 2110±50
Deep GSN [1] 214±1 1890±29
GAN [9] 225±2 2057±26
GMMN + AE [23] 282±2 2204±20
AAE [26] 340±2 2252±16
eVAE [42] 337±2 2371±20
AE + LDE 326±2 2476±33
IAE + LDE 326±2 2507±32
Table 2: Test log-likelihood and the standard error of var-
ious generative models on MNIST and TFD dataset. Ob-
tained through Parzen window based density estimation.
AAE are generally unclear and many samples have incom-
plete shapes. AE with LDE produces the more sharp and
detailed image compared to AAE, but failure cases are of-
ten generated. The results of IAE with LDE show the most
stable and best image quality among the compared meth-
ods. In particular, the rate of failure is very small and some
samples show good image quality which are hard to distin-
guish from actual data. For this experiments, we present the
more generated samples of AAE, AE with LDE and IAE
with LDE in supplimentary. (section C)
4.3.2 Log-likelihood of Generative Models
When the log-likelihood can not be computed directly, the
Parzen window based density estimation is a commonly
used method for evaluation of generative models. We can
calculate the lower bound of the true log-likelihood with
this evaluation method. Following [2, 1, 23, 26], the Parzen
window estimator is fitted by 10,000 generated samples us-
ing a Gaussian kernel and the log-likelihood is computed on
the test set using this generated distribution. We trained our
generative models without perceptual loss in MNIST and
TFD datasets. Here, the dimensionality of the latent vec-
tor used was 8 for MNIST and 15 for TFD. The number
of components of Gaussian Mixture of LDE is 30 and the
scale parameters of the Gaussian kernel are found through
the grid search on the validation set. In table 2, we compare
the log-likelihood of our models and previous works. As can
be seen in this table, our results show the lower likelihood
compared to AAE and eVAE on MNIST, but we achieved
the highest log-likelihood far beyond the previous methods
on TFDs, relatively a more complex dataset than MNIST.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, We approach the generation task using the
autoencoder without regularization by a specified prior. We
introduced the latent density estimator to estimate the latent
distribution and proposed the structure for it. In addition,
we proposed an incremental learning strategy of latent vec-
tor so that the autoencoder can learn a meaningful repre-
sentation without an explicit regularization term in the ob-
jective function. The proposed LDE showed better perfor-
mance than the previous studies in density estimation, and
the incremental learning strategy of latent vectors helped the
autoencoder learn the salient representation of the data. As
a result, the autoencoder applying the latent density estima-
tor and the incremental learning strategy not only improved
the generation quality of the generative models using the
autoencoder, but also outperformed the previous studies in
the log-likelihood score.
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Supplementary Material
A. Experiments Details
Architecture Figure 9 in this supplimentary material
shows the architecture of autoencoder used in experiments.
Our autoencoder architecture consists of several layers of
convolution, transposed convolution [45, 6], batch normal-
ization [14], leaky ReLU [25] and TanH. The default filter
size of convolution and transposed convolution is 4× 4 and
the negative slope of leaky ReLU activation is 0.2. In this
figure, C is the number of channels in the input data, n is
the index of convolution blocks (n = 1, · · · , N ), S is filter
size of encoder’s last convolution layer and D is the dimen-
sion of latent vector z.
Figure 4 in the main paper shows the architecture of pro-
posed latent density estimator. We use 2 for the filter size s
in all dilated causal convolutions, thus the number of layers
of dilated causal convolutions is L = dlog2(D)e. And we
set the number of filters for each dilated causal convolution
layer as 2l+3(l = 1, · · · , L).
Training We use Adam optimizer [17] for training the
autoencoder and the latent density estimator. The learning
rate is set to 10−3 and 2× 10−4 for autoencoder and latent
density estimator, respectively. And the exponential decay
rates of Adam (β1, β2) are (0.5, 0.999).
Sampling from the Latent Density Estimator In this
experiment, we compare the proposed latent density estima-
tor with Generative Moment Matching Networks (GMMN).
GMMN uses sigmoid as an output activation function in
their original paper. To apply GMMN to the target distri-
bution we adjusted the range of sample values from−5 ∼ 5
to 0.25 ∼ 0.75
Latent Space Walking on Two Domains We use N=3,
S=4 and D=100 for autoencoder. The input is a 64 × 64
resolution RGB image (C=3) of CelebA or Shoes, whose
pixel value is rescaled from 0 ∼ 255 to −1 ∼ 1. Shoes data
is randomly divided into 2,000 images for evenly balanced
categories for test sets and the rest is used for train sets.
Image Reconstruction and Generation We use N=4,
S=4 and D=200 for autoencoder. The input is a 128 × 128
resolution RGB image (C=3) of CelebA, and is rescaled
from 0 ∼ 255 to −1 ∼ 1.
Convolution block (n=1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Convolution 
4x4 - 2 - 1 - C - 64 
(filter size - stride - padding -   
input channel - output channel) 
Leaky ReLU 0.2
Leaky ReLU 0.2 (negative slope) 
Convolution 
4x4 - 2 - 1 - 2(n+5) - 2(n+6) 
Batch normalization
x
Convolution block (n=N) 
Convolution 
SxS - 1 - 0 - 2(N+6) - D 
Transposed convolution block (n=1) 
Transposed convolution block (n=N) 
Leaky ReLU 0.2
Transposed convolution 
4x4 - 2 - 1 - 2(n+6) - 2(n+5) 
Batch normalization
o o o
z
Transposed convolution 
SxS - 1 - 0 - D - 2(N+6) 
Leaky ReLU 0.2 
Transposed convolution 
4x4 - 2 - 1 - 64 - C 
TanH 
x'
o o o
Figure 9: Our autoencoder architecture. C is the number of
channels in the input data, N is the number of convolution
blocks, S is filter size of encoder’s last convolution. D is the
dimension of the latent vector.
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(a) AE+LDE (b) IAE+LDE
Figure 10: Test log-likelihood of the interpolated latent variables of AE with LDE and IAE with LDE according to α on
section 4.2.2 of the main paper. The blue and yellow line is log-likelihood of the interpolated sample in same domains and
different domain, respectively. The log-likelihood of different domain is relatively low in the middle of each graph (when α
is between 0.4 and 0.6).
Log-likelihood of Generative Models In this experiment, we use only the mean squared error in the pixel space for the
reconstruction loss of autoencoder. We use N=1, S=7 and D=8 for MNIST and N=2, S=6 and D=15 for Toronto Face Dataset
(TFD). Both datasets’s image is grayscale (C=1). We rescale the image range to 0 ∼ 1, for pair comparison with other
methods. Because of this, we replace the TanH activation function of the decoder’s last activation function to Sigmoid.
B. Additional Experiments for Section 4.2.2
We measured the log-likelihood of the images generated from the interpolated latent vectors by applying LDE to AE and
IAE as stated in Section 4.2.2 of the main paper. The number of Gaussians K of LDE is 30. Figure 10 in this supplementary
material shows the test log-likelihood according to the interpolation weight α on the testset of CelebA and Shoes datasets.
The results of AE with LDE and IAE with LDE show a higher log-likelihood in interpolation on the same domain compared
to interpolation on the different domains. And overall log-likelihood of IAE with LDE (−290 ∼ −210) is higher than AE
with LDE (−360 ∼ −320). As can be seen in Figure 11 in this supplementary material, it is hard to see that AE with LDE
and IAE with LDE generate the samples that are similar with the interpolated ones in different domains. And the IAE with
LDE actually generates the more stable samples than AE with LDE.
(a) AE+LDE (b) IAE+LDE
Figure 11: The random image generation results of AE with LDE and IAE with LDE on CelebA and Shoes. IAE with LDE
has fewer failure cases than AE with LDE and generates the samples stably.
C. More Generation Results of Section 4.3.1
Figure 12 in this supplementary material presents the more generation results of AAE, AE with LDE and IAE with LDE.
These samples are successively generated, not cherry picked samples. IAE with LDE generates the most stable and most
clear samples.
(a) AAE
(b) AE+LDE
(c) IAE+LDE
Figure 12: Random generation samples of AAE, AE with LDE and IAE with LDE for section 4.3.1 of the main paper. IAE
with LDE shows the best image quality. These samples are successively generated, not cherry picked samples.
Figure 13: The result showing the trade-off between the reconstruction and the regularization in VAEs. In the objective
function, the reconstruction term is fixed and the coefficient of regularization term β is adjusted. The blue and yellow line is
the reconstruction loss and the regularization loss, respectively.
D. Trade-off between Reconstruction and prioritized Regularization
Using VAEs on celebA at 64 × 64 resolution, we experiment about the trade-off between the reconstruction and the
regularization. All other conditions are kept the same, and only the coefficient of the regularization term β is changed. We
used the mean squared error in the pixel space for the reconstruction term and used the KL divergence between the prior,
N (0, I) and the approximated posterior for the regularization term. As shown in Figure 13 in this supplementary material,
The higher the β, the lower the regularization loss, but the higher the reconstruction loss. On the contrary, the lower the β,
the higher the regularization loss and the lower the reconstruction loss.
